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Introduction

C

hief Financial Officers (CFOs) play an influential
role in the New Zealand business community.
Understanding their views, on their own
businesses as well as the wider economy, and where
they see risks and opportunities, provides useful
insight into New Zealand’s economic direction.

This divide – between CFOs prepared to look at
new investment and take on more risk and those
that are not – emerges as a recurring and important
theme throughout the survey. Accordingly, in some
instances, we have explored the survey results through
the lens of this risk divide to illuminate its impact.

We are pleased to present the second annual Deloitte
New Zealand CFO Survey. This report outlines the
views and sentiments of New Zealand CFOs based
on their survey responses. We hope it will add value
to your business as a general economic indicator.

While anticipating revenue growth to continue, CFOs
continue to keep a close watch on costs. Cashed
up and with the cost of credit currently at relatively
low levels (but rising), some are pursuing pro-active
growth strategies. However, most are still erring on
the side of caution – preferring organic growth. For
those considering growth strategies, introducing
new products or services, expanding into new
markets and/or renegotiating finance facilities will
be a priority for many over the next 12 months.

To ensure we received accurate information that
truly reflects the New Zealand business environment,
we surveyed close to 125 CFOs from a range of
locations, industries and business sizes. We have
pulled insights from the New Zealand CFO community
and compared them to the views of their CFO peers
in Australia to provide an interesting benchmark
against one of our largest trading partners.
We are pleased that CFOs have started 2014 feeling
more assured about the financial prospects of their
companies, helped along by growing confidence in
the New Zealand economy, improvements in the US
and European economies and a belief that there is less
economic uncertainty now than existed 12 months ago.

This year promises to be noteworthy for CFOs,
as a confident financial outlook provides them
with the chance to make significant inroads in
improving growth and productivity. Some may just
need to have the courage of their convictions to
take advantage of these better economic times.
Peter Gulliver
Managing Partner, Audit

However, despite this increased level of optimism,
we were surprised to see that only half of the
CFOs surveyed believe that the time is right for
taking greater risk onto their balance sheets.
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The Deloitte CFO Survey
Key findings
Levels of optimism
increased

Concerns around economic
uncertainty are down

87%

41%

feel the NZ economy has
had a positive impact on
levels of optimism

feel the level of economic
uncertainty facing their company
is above the normal expected
levels compared to 65% last year

An emerging risk divide
Despite improving economic conditions CFO's are
divided whether now is a good time to be taking on risk.

Cost of credit low …
but rising

Despite the Reserve Bank's
warnings, only 14 % of
CFO's believe the OCR will
rise above 3.5%
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Most still preferring
organic growth

68%

of CFOs sited organic expansion as
preferred form of growth. This was
closely followed by 67% for introducing
new products or services, or expanding
into new markets.

Key points from the CFO Survey

Snapshot for 2014

• Just over half of the CFOs surveyed feel at
least somewhat optimistic about the financial
prospects for their company compared to three
months ago. New Zealand CFOs are slightly
more optimistic than their Australia peers.

• Sixty-one percent of respondents have seen
some pressure to optimise capital through
growth initiatives, but the majority (65%) feel
this hasn’t changed in the last 12 months.

• Eighty-seven percent feel the New
Zealand economy has had a positive
impact on their levels of optimism. Even so,
there are very similar levels of uncertainty
between New Zealand and Australia.

• Over two-thirds (68%) are not planning
any changes to the structure of capital
in the next 12 months, and 81% won’t
change how capital is deployed.

• The value of the NZ dollar has caused
concern for just over a third (37%).

• For the minority of respondents who
plan to change how capital is deployed,
increased expenditure programmes
and M&A are most common.

• Ninety percent of CFOs expect the Official
Cash Rate (OCR) to rise above 3% over the
next 12 months. However, despite the Reserve
Bank suggesting that the OCR will continue
to rise, possibly to above 4%, only 14% of
CFOs believe it will rise to greater than 3.5%.

• Nearly half of respondents feel their
gearing is under control and they have
access to further funding (46%). On average
New Zealand businesses are slightly undergeared and a net 10% of respondents
want to increase gearing as a result.

• Levels of uncertainty are decreasing.
41% feel the level of economic uncertainty
facing their company is above the normal
expected level compared to 65% in 2013.

• Although the largest proportion (42%)
of CFOs surveyed believe New Zealand
(government and business) has a clear
growth strategy, the majority are either
unsure (30%) or disagree (29%). However,
there is consensus that Agribusiness will be
a major driver of economic growth (90%),
followed by the Christchurch rebuild (76%).

• Participants are divided on whether
now is a good time to take greater
risk on their balance sheet.

• Being an election year, it’s not surprising
that respondents’ top three concerns
are competition, government policy &
election outcomes, and cost management
(selected by just over a third each).
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Robust economic conditions…
CFOs report robust economic conditions. Their optimism
has been driven by a rebounding local economy, strong
equity market performance and high commodity
prices. However, the lingering European debt situation
and a high New Zealand dollar (NZD) are still creating
headwinds. The NZD is expected to remain elevated and
the Reserve Bank has indicated they will raise the OCR to
over 4% over the next 12 months (from 3% currently).
Although the largest proportion of CFOs believe
government and business are driving a clear
growth strategy for New Zealand, there is a
significant amount of disagreement on this. While
42% see a clear growth strategy, 29% do not
and 30% are unsure. Clearly, a more cohesive
economic story is needed for New Zealand.
Across the board, CFOs believe the long term
future of New Zealand’s economic growth will be
a mix of old and new: agribusiness, tourism, a long
Canterbury rebuild, construction and the IT industry.
…flowing through to better business conditions
A positive economic backdrop will flow through
to business, creating a rising tide effect that
will lift metrics across the board; from sales
to hiring to investment and profits.
Despite a positive outlook for the economy, CFOs
remain cautious (perhaps overly so). Businesses
are worried about competition and cost pressures.
Regulation and the results of the upcoming
election are also on the list of concerns, followed
by talent management and economic risks.
But, limited appetite for risk taking
Despite overall economic conditions improving and
levels of uncertainty decreasing, CFOs are fairly
evenly split between wanting to take on risk (51%)
and not (49%). These two distinct groups often
hold different or opposing views throughout the
survey. The first group, the ‘risk-takers,’ are arguably
taking advantage of the strengthening economic
conditions. The second group, the ‘risk-averse,’
are feeling higher levels of uncertainty despite the
relatively strong economy and increasing optimism.
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For those on the risk-averse side of the divide,
this is hindering their ability to take bold steps
forward with their businesses. Regardless of risk
appetite, most businesses are taking a passive
approach to growth indicating they favour
organic expansion, followed by increasing product
and market reach. Capital restructuring, M&A
and capital expansion are a lower priority.
Interestingly, despite concerns for the Australian
economy, Australian CFOs are slightly more inclined
to take risk (Aus 55% vs NZ 51%). In fact, the risk
appetite of Australian CFOs is at a four-year high.
We are seeing the same trend in other economies.
The results of the Deloitte UK CFO Survey show
that 71% of British CFOs consider it a good time
to take risk onto their balance sheet - more than
twice the level of a year ago and a six and half year
high. Meanwhile Deloitte US’s CFO Signals report
shows that American CFOs have a bias toward
“pursuing opportunity” over “limiting risk.”
These results indicate that NZ CFOs are perhaps still
somewhat scarred from the GFC and, as a result, are
letting the recovery come to them rather than pursuing
opportunities like their international peer group.
Funding and strategies
Businesses are using internal funding and bank
borrowing for their capital needs. Corporate
debt and equity issuance are lagging behind.
On average New Zealand businesses are seen as
slightly under-geared and a net 10% of respondents
want to increase gearing as a result. For those
wanting more debt in New Zealand, it is seen
as abundantly available and neutrally priced.
There is limited demand for capital restructuring (M&A,
returning cash to shareholders, etc.) but pressure
to go down this track is expected to increase.

Most CFOs do not expect to change their capital
structure (62%) but those contemplating change
are looking at restructuring debt (21%), followed
by divestment of non-core assets (9%) and changes
to equity structure (8%). Eighty-one percent of
CFOs do not expect to change the way capital is
deployed. Those that do are roughly split across M&A,
capex, debt repayment and shareholder returns.
In terms of M&A, respondents cite good balance sheet
position and access to capital should the need arise
but few are actively looking, with other priorities taking
precedence. However, many indicated they will pursue
M&A should the right opportunity present itself. Once
again this reinforces the view that CFOs are taking a
more passive approach to growth opportunities.

Despite overall economic
conditions improving and levels
of uncertainty decreasing, CFOs
are fairly evenly split between
wanting to take on risk (51%)
and not (49%).

Opportunities for Growth
CFOs are important influencers and drivers of their
business' investment decisions. It appears that, for
the half of survey respondents who are risk-averse,
conservatism is largely outweighing any feelings of
optimism that may be present in the economy. This
reflects the underlying positioning of the different
industries represented in the survey, as well as the
state of the risk-averse group’s companies in terms of
financial performance and balance sheet stability.
However, in business there is a first-mover advantage
when making strategic investment decisions
concerning new products, acquisitions, opening
new markets and taking on new staff. The fact that
half of the CFOs surveyed are prepared to sit back
and wait while the other half are seeking to make a
move suggests there are real opportunities for bold
companies to take a lead over their competitors.
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Business confident,
but still cautious
Key points:
• Businesses are very optimistic
• Local economic growth, share market and
commodity prices have boosted confidence
• European debt issues and a high NZD
are creating some headwinds
• CFOs expect the NZD to stay at a
high level in the 0.80-0.90 range
• CFOs expect the RBNZ to raise interest rates
to just over 3% over the next year. The
RBNZ is forecasting a sharper increase –
this may be a source of risk for businesses
Financial prospects
Percentage of CFOs more optimistic about the
financial prospects of their company than they were
three months ago

• 41% of CFOs think NZ government and
businesses have a clear growth strategy, but
28% think we do not, and 30% are unsure
• The top 5 sectors that will drive economic
growth over the next two decades are:
- Agriculture
- Canterbury rebuild
- Tourism
- Construction and
- Information technology
Compared to three months ago how do you feel about the
financial prospects for your company?

Net

NZ businesses are optimistic. Just over half (58%) of the
CFOs surveyed feel at least somewhat optimistic about
the financial prospects for their company compared
to three months ago. The level of net optimism in NZ
has dramatically changed, almost doubling in the last
12 months. This isn’t surprising given the improving
performance of the NZ economy.
Impact on levels of optimism
Extent to which CFOs net optimism levels have been
affected by external economic factors
The domestic economy, share market performance
and high commodity prices are driving optimism while
European debt and the high New Zealand dollar are
having a negative influence.
Net 83% of CFOs feel the NZ economy has had a
positive impact on their optimism. This is compared
to only net 68% last year. Only net 6% of CFOs say
the value of the NZ dollar has caused concern. This
also compares favourably to 2013 when a net 17% of
believed the NZ dollar was having a negative impact.
The factors impacting the optimism of Australian CFOs
are mostly global, led by the US economy (net 64% of
CFOs sited this as having an impact) and followed by the
European economy (net 34%). In addition, the value of
the Australian dollar has had a greater impact on their
level of optimism (net 32%).
6

Significantly less optimistic

25%

36%
49%

0%

Somewhat less optimistic

9%

13%

Broadly unchanged

33%

Somewhat more optimistic

33%

Significantly more optimistic

4%
2013

50%
48%

10%
2014

Australia comparison

How has your level of optimism been impacted by the following factors?
European debt issues
Value of New Zealand dollar
Interest rates
Chinese economic conditions
U.S. economic uncertainty
Commodity prices
Local share market buoyancy
New Zealand economy
-20%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Where do you see the value of the New Zealand dollar in 12 months time?

7%

0.90

Where do you see the value of the New Zealand dollar in 12 months time?

7%

0.88

0.90

> 0.90

29%
0.86
US Dollar per 1 NZ Dollar

0.88

0.84

57%

57%

0.80

0.82

0.80-0.85

0.78

0.80

7%

0.76

Apr 25

Apr 02

Feb 27

Jan 24

Dec 19

Nov 15

Oct 14

Sep 10

Aug 07

Jul 04

May 31

Last 12 months actual

< 0.80

Apr 25

7%

Apr 02

Feb 27

Jan 24

Dec 19

Nov 15

Oct 14

Sep 10

Aug 07

Apr 29

Jul 04

0.76

0.78

Apr 29

0.85-0.90

0.82

May 31

US Dollar per 1 NZ Dollar

0.86

29%
0.84

Next 12 mon

Next 12 months CFO predictions

Last 12 months actual

Value of the New Zealand dollar
The NZD will stay elevated. 57% of CFOs predict that
the value of the NZ dollar will be worth between
$0.80 and $0.85 to the US dollar in 12 months’ time.
However, almost a third predict the dollar will move to
the US $0.85 - $0.90 bracket

Percentage of CFOs who think New Zealand
(business and government) currently has a clear
growth strategy)
Although, the largest proportion of CFOs believe there is
a clear growth strategy from business and government, No
there is some disagreement on this point. A clearer
29%
strategy (or better communication) from government
about the New Zealand economic story is required.
Alternatively, these differing views may reflect a growth
story that resonates for some NZ businesses,but not all.

Unsure

No

30%

29%
Unsure

30%
Yes

42%
Yes

42%
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Where do you see the Reserve Bank of New Zealand’s official cash rate in 12 months time?

Reserve Bank
predicted OCR 2015

4.50
4.25
4.00

> 3.75

14%

US Dollar per 1 NZ Dollar

3.75

3.50

3.50

22%

3.25

3.25

3.00

3.00

2.75

2.75

8%

2.50
2%

2.50
2.25

Last 12 months actual

Reserve bank of New Zealand’s official cash
interest rate in 12 months’ time
90% of CFOs expect the OCR to be above 3% in 12
months. What’s clear is that the OCR will rise, but CFOs
expect a smaller increase than economists and the RBNZ
have indicated. Only 14% of CFOs believe the rise will
be greater than 3.5%. This is interesting as the RBNZ
has indicated the OCR will rise to above 4%. Regardless,
rising interest rates are a risk to business.
An implication of rising interest rates is that other forms
of capital will become more attractive as borrowing
becomes more expensive.
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Apr 24

Mar 13

Jan 30

Dec 12

Oct 31

Sep 12

July 25

jun 13

Apr 24

Mar 14

Jan 31

2.00
Next 12 months CFO predictions

25%
28%

Which sectors/themes will be the major drivers
of economic growth for New Zealand in the next
two decades?
Despite the lack of agreement on a clear growth
strategy, there is consensus that agribusiness
will be a major driver of economic growth
(90%). The Christchurch rebuild follows at 76%
followed by tourism, construction and IT.

Which sectors/themes will be the major drivers of economic growth for
New Zealand in the next two decades?
Agribusiness

90%

Christchurch rebuild

76%

Tourism

63%

Construction

50%

Information Technology
Energy and resources
Higher Education
Food security
Health
Water and waste
Manufacturing
Telecommunication
Transport and Logistics
Other education and training
Banking
Business and property services
Wealth
Public administration
Retail and Wholesale
Media
Other

42%
23%
21%
20%
17%
15%
9%
7%
7%
5%
4%
3%
3%
2%
2%
0%
2%

Is this a good time to be taking greater risk
onto your balance sheet?

67%

55%

51%

49%
45%

33%
2014
2013
Australia
comparison

Yes

No
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Business context,
the risk divide
Key Points
• A positive economic backdrop will flow
through to business, causing a lift in
metrics across the board, from sales
to hiring to investment and profits.
• Despite a positive outlook for the
economy, CFOs are cautious.
• A net 36% of respondents cite higher than
normal uncertainty, down from last year.

• Most businesses intend to grow through
organic
expansion, increasing
and of economic growth for
Which
sectors/themes
will be theproduct
major drivers
market
reach.
Capital
restructuring,
M&A
New Zealand in the next two decades?
and capital expansion
are lower priority.
Agribusiness
90%
Christchurch rebuild
• Businesses
are worried about competition
Tourism
and cost pressures. Regulation and
Construction
the upcoming election are also on the
Information Technology
list of Energy
concerns.
Followed by talent 23%
and resources
management
economic risks. 21%
Higherand
Education
Food security

• CFOs are evenly balanced between wanting
to take on risk (51%) and not (49%).

Health
Water and waste
Manufacturing

Attitudes towards risk
Percentage of CFOs who believe now is a good time
to take risk onto corporate balance sheets

Telecommunication
Transport and Logistics
Other education and training
Banking

The business context is split in NZ. Participants are evenly
divided on whether or not now is a good time to be
taking greater risk onto their balance sheet. NZ CFOs just
marginally tip towards being risk takers (51% vs 49%).

Business and property services
Wealth
Public administration
Retail and Wholesale
Media

With risk-takers feeling more confident, less uncertain
and expecting their revenues will go up more
significantly than the risk-averse, it could suggest that a
two speed economy is emerging. What’s certain is that
there is a growing divide between those experiencing
a fast rate of growth and those who are not.
Interestingly, regardless of the lower levels of net
optimism in Australia, more Australian CFOs (4%
more) are inclined to take on risk. NZ CFOs are
perhaps a little more passive, allowing the economic
recovery to come to them, while Australian CFOs,
despite recent economic worries, are signalling a
greater appetite for actively pursuing growth.

Other

76%
63%
50%
42%

20%
17%
15%
9%
7%
7%
5%
4%
3%
3%
2%
2%
0%
2%

Is this a good time to be taking greater risk
onto your balance sheet?

67%

55%

51%

49%
45%

33%
2014

However, on balance it’s a positive sign that the
number of CFOs who believe now is a good
time to take greater risk onto their balance sheet
exceeded the number who disagreed (albeit by
the slimmest of margins). This has the potential
to impact a number of key business decisions
including M&A, investment and hiring decisions.

2013
Australia
comparison

Yes

10

No

Below normal level of uncertainty

Below normal level of uncertainty

Normal level of uncertainty

Normal level of uncertainty

Above normal level of uncertainty

Above normal level of uncertainty

High level of uncertainty

High level of uncertainty

Very high level of uncertainty

Very high level of uncertainty

0%

10%
2014

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

50%
59%
32%
32%
12%
3%
3%
0%

0%

Australia comparison

New Zealand business metrics
Net percentage of CFOs who think the following
business metrics will change for New Zealand
corporates in the next 12 months

6%

20%

40%

Risk averse

60%

80%

Risk taker

How are the following key metrics likely to change for your company
over the next 12 months?
63%

Revenues
30%

Operating cash flow

28%

Operating costs

The responses are a positive sign for New Zealand
as CFOs see growth in revenues, margins and hiring
expectations. Net 75% of respondents believe revenues
are the metric most likely to increase for their companies
over the next 12 months. Broadly, no change is expected
for discretionary spending or levels of cash holdings.
Inventory levels are the only metric expected to have a
net decrease over the next 12 months (net -4%), which is
a consequence of increased sales expectations.

6%

Operating margins

Inventory levels
Equity issuance

Financial and economic uncertainty
CFOs views on the general level of external financial
and economic uncertainty facing businesses

Bond issuance

29%

8%

Bank borrowing
Discretionary spending

26%

4%

Financing costs

1%

-23%

43%

27%

8%

Headcount

Levels of cash holdings

40%

32%

Capital expenditure

76%

46%

19%

5%

3%
-6%
-4%
7%
10%
2%

Net 2013

Net 2014

A net 35% of NZ CFOs feel the level of economic
uncertainty facing their company is above the normal
expected level. Uncertainty is felt more strongly across
the ditch (net 50%), reflecting Australia’s current
economic position relative to NZ's.
This question helps to highlight the divide between risktakers and risk-averse. The risk-averse feel uncertainty
much more keenly.

How would you rate the general level of external financial and economic
uncertainty facing your company?

Net Uncertainty

Net Uncertainty

Below normal level of uncertainty

Below normal level of uncertainty

Normal level of uncertainty

Normal level of uncertainty

Above normal level of uncertainty

Above normal level of uncertainty

High level of uncertainty

High level of uncertainty

Very high level of uncertainty

Very high level of uncertainty

0%

10%
2014

20%

30%

40%

Australia comparison

50%

60%

43%
29%
3%
6%
50%
59%
32%
32%
12%
3%
3%
0%

0%

Risk averse

20%

40%

60%

80%

Risk taker
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Which of the following business strategies is your company likely to
pursue over the next 12 months?
73%
68%

Organic expansion
Introducing new products/services or
expanding into new markets

68%
67%
26%

Renegotiating financing facilities

Increasing leverage
New capital raising
Asset disposal

16%
13%

Introducing new products/services or
expanding into new markets

60%
28%
22%

M&A

17%
21%
8%
13%

60%

Renegotiating financing facilities

36%

31%
30%

M&A

Organic expansion

Increasing leverage

Net 2013
Net 2014

New capital raising
Asset disposal

5%

73%

43%
38%

36%

10%
16%
8%

76%

Risk averse
Risk taker

18%

Business strategies
The risk-averse are less likely to pursue any of these
Net percentage of CFOs who have identified the
business strategies, except asset disposal, compared
What arebusiness
your topstrategies
three concerns
or key
risks
in 2014?
following
as a priority
over
thefor your
to business
the risk-takers.
Somewhat surprisingly, we see that
next 12 months
Competition
Government policy and election outcome

the risk-takers are significantly more likely to pursue
39%expansion
Government
election outcome
organic
thanpolicy
theand
risk-averse.
Again, this
34%
Competition
reaffirms
that many CFOs are taking
a passive approach
34%
Regulatory issues
to growth. Perhaps CFOs are still scarred from the GFC.

While we have established two definitive groups
Cost management
of CFOs in this survey – risk-takers and risk-averse
Regulatory issues
Cost management
30%
– across the board
most (net 68%) still want to
Talent management
Talent management
26%
pursue organic expansionCash
over
Although M&A is also
down
on last
year’s
flowthe next 12 months. 24%
Strength
of New
Zealand
dollar
Two-thirds
(net
67%)
also
intend
to
introduce
new
results,
we
can
see
that
risk-takers
are
Strength of New Zealand dollar
23%
Global economic uncertainty
Global economic
uncertainty
20%
products/services
or expand
into new markets. Again,
more inclined to pursue this strategy.Cash flow
10%
availability
Labour costs
the risk-takers are Labour
leading
the charge on this. 16%
7%
Labour costs
availability
14%
Australian CFOs feel far moreFunding
confident
about this
13%
Capital management
Labour availability
Both of these strategic approaches are slightly
aggressive growth strategy than their NZ counterparts;
Funding availability
12%
Capital management
down from last year’s results. The biggest shift
with a net half saying they will pursue M&A’s. 5%8%
Infrastructure constraints
6%
Infrastructure constraints
6%
between 2013 and 2014
hascosts
been the5%
increased
7%
Funding
Other please specify
3%
7%
intent to renegotiate finance
facilities, 5%
presumably
Funding costs
Other
3%
due to an expected increase in interest rates.
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25%
33%

28%
32%
32%
25%
27%
22%
24%
20%
19%
28%
19%
18%

37%

18%
17%
16%
18%

Risk averse
Risk taker

43%
45%

76%

68%
Introducing new products/services or
expanding into new markets

68%
67%
26%

Renegotiating financing facilities

New capital raising
Asset disposal

60%
28%

Renegotiating financing facilities

36%

31%
30%

M&A
Increasing leverage

Introducing new products/services or
expanding into new markets

22%

M&A

17%
21%

Increasing leverage

8%
13%

New capital raising

Net 2013
Net 2014

16%
13%

Asset disposal

5%

43%
38%

36%

10%
16%
8%

73%

Risk averse
Risk taker

18%

What are your top three concerns or key risks for your business in 2014?
Competition

39%
34%
34%

Government policy and election outcome
Cost management
Regulatory issues

30%

Talent management

26%

Cash flow

24%
23%

Strength of New Zealand dollar
Global economic uncertainty

20%
16%

Labour availability
Labour costs

14%
13%

Capital management
Funding availability

12%

Competition

33%

28%
32%

Regulatory issues
Cost management
Talent management
Strength of New Zealand dollar
Global economic uncertainty
Cash flow

Labour costs
Funding availability

10%
7%

Labour availability
Capital management

Infrastructure constraints

6%

Infrastructure constraints

Funding costs

5%
5%

Other please specify

Other

25%

Government policy and election outcome

Funding costs

8%
5%
6%
7%
3%
7%
3%

32%
25%
27%
22%
24%
20%
19%
28%
19%
18%

43%
45%

37%

18%
17%
16%
18%

Risk averse
Risk taker

Top three concerns or key risks for CFOs
business in 2014
The top three concerns for respondents are competition,
government policy and election outcomes and cost
management - selected by just over a third each.
Risk-takers are more inclined to be concerned about
government policy and the election outcome, while the
risk-averse are more concerned about competition. This
reflects the more passive group being concerned with
what a more aggressive competitor could achieve at
their expense.
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Strategies,
what will business do?
Key Points
• Businesses are using internal funding
and bank borrowing for their capital
needs. Corporate debt and equity
issuance are lagging behind.
• The cost of debt is seen as broadly neutral
and credit is abundantly available.
• On average New Zealand businesses
are seen as slightly under-geared…

Favoured sources of corporate funding
Percentage of CFOs reporting the attractiveness
of the following funding sources
Internal funding is the most attractive source of funding
for New Zealand CFOs, followed by bank borrowing.
In 2013 this was the other way round due to lower
interest rates. Equity is continuing to become more
attractive due to strengthening stock markets.
In Australia internal funding and bank borrowing are
neck and neck (61% and 63% respectively) although,
unlike NZ, bank borrowing is slightly more attractive.

• …a net 10% of respondents want
to increase gearing as a result
• There is limited external pressure for
capital restructuring (M&A, returning
cash to shareholders, etc.)…
• …but pressure is expected to increase

Cost and availability of credit
While respondents are split on the cost of
new credit for NZ businesses, the majority feel
it is at least somewhat available (81%).
Risk-takers feel that new credit is more available
than the risk-averse and rate it as less costly.
Compared to 2013, the cost of new credit is
seen to be slightly more, as a result of increasing
interest rates, but of similar net availability.

Risk-takers are more likely to indicate equity
issuance as an attractive source of funding.

How do you currently rate the following sources of funding for
New Zealand Corporates?
Internal funding
(from profits)

57%
64%
71%

Bank Borrowing

Equity issuance

Corporate debt

14

62%
15%
20%
28%
27%

Net 2013

Net 2014

15%
20%

Equity issuance

28%
27%

Corporate debt

How would you rate the overall cost of new
credit for New Zealand corporates?
Net costliness -17%

Very cheap

Net availability

4%
2%

Very hard to get
33%
27%

18%
29%

Somewhat costly

71%
74%

0%
2%
4%
6%

Somewhat hard to get

43%
39%

Neutral

21%
11%

Neutral

58%
51%

Somewhat available

2%
3%

2013

17%
30%

Very available

Level of gearing on New Zealand
corporate balance sheets
Net percentage of CFOs who think New
Zealand balance sheets are over-geared
and net percentage of CFOs who expect to
increase gearing over the next 12 months

2014

59%

44%

2013
2014
Australia comparison

43%

In contrast, 38% of Australian CFOs believe their balance
sheets are under-geared compared to only 4% who see
their balance sheets as over-geared. 11% of Australian
CFOs (net) have intentions to increase gearing.
Not surprisingly risk-takers are more likely to feel
that NZ balance sheets are under-geared. Risktakers are twice as likely (net) to say they intend
to increase gearing of their own company. There
are no differences in terms of perceived pressure
to capitalise through growth initiatives, nor in
terms of capital structuring or deployment.
Respondents are still taking the safe approach
to their levels of gearing, even though debt
is relatively affordable and available.

38%

32%

30%

27%

24%

NZ balance sheets are considered under-geared by a
third of respondents, and a similar proportion intend
to raise the gearing levels of their own company
in the next 12 months. These results reflect those
of 2013, although last year more CFOs thought
balance sheets were over-geared, and this year more
CFOs believe them to be under-geared. With the
GFC still a recent memory, perhaps CFOs are gun
shy of overreaching from a gearing perspective.

Net 2014

How would you rate the overall availability of
new credit for New Zealand corporates?

4%

Somewhat cheap

Net 2013

4%

Overgeared

Optimally
geared

Undergeared

What is the aim for your company’s level of
gearing over the next 12 months
Reduce significantly

4%
4%
19%
16%

Reduce somewhat

42%
41%

No change
24%
27%

Raise somewhat

Raise significantly

Not Applicable

5%
6%
6%
7%

2013
2014
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CFOs views on pressure from institutions,
the media and analysts to either optimise
capital through growth initiatives or
return cash to shareholders.
39% of respondents have seen some pressure to
optimise capital through growth initiatives (Q14),
but the majority (65%) feel this hasn’t changed
in the last 12 months (Q15). However, the net
increase in pressure change over the last 12
months has been felt by a third of respondents.
The pressure is more intense in Australia. Almost
70% of Australian CFOs said they were experiencing
pressure from institutions, the media and analysts
to optimise capital or return free cash.
Perhaps the Australian landscape indicates an
increasingly pressurised environment or greater
expectations of their corporates. 50% of Australian
CFOs reported that the pressure for capital optimisation
or increased shareholder returns had increased in the
last 12 months. This follows findings from Bank of
America Merrill Lynch’s Australian September fund
manager’s survey, which found that 54% of investors
want companies to cut cash levels and boost capital
spending - an eight-year high.

Are you seeing pressure from institutions, the media and analysts to
either optimise capital through growth initiatives including M&A or
return fee cash to shareholders?

Net pressue

No pressure

Some pressure

Considerable pressure
-30% -20% -10%

0%

2014

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%
Australia comparison

To what extent has the level of pressure from institutions, the media and
analysts to either optimise capital through initiatives including M&A or
return free cash to shareholders changed in the last 12 months?
Net increased pressue
Decreased considerably
Decreased somewhat

No change

Increased somewhat

Increased considerably
0%

10%

20%
2014
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30%

40%

50%

Australia comparison

60%

70%

Are you planning capital structure changes in
the next twelve months in the following areas?
CFOs plans for capital structure
changes to optimise capital deployed
in the next twelve months
Over two-thirds of NZ CFOs (62%) are not
planning any changes to structure of capital in
the next 12 months and 81% won’t change how
capital is deployed. Of those who will, increased
expenditure programmes and M&A are the most
common strategies. Only 5% of CFOs are planning
to return capital to shareholders in the next year.

Are you planning capital structure changes in
the next twelve months in the following areas?

8%
62%

38%

No planned
changes to
capital structure

Yes,
planned
changes

21%

Changes to
debt structure

9%

Australian CFOs have a much greater appetite
for change, with 39% preferring M&A’s.

Are you planning to change the way in which
you deploy capital in the next twelve months?

Changes to
equity structure

Non-core asset
divestments

If so, in what ways?
Shareholder return, increase
dividend, share buy backs

26%

Pay down debt

26%

No
81%

Yes,
planned
changes
19%

Increased capital
expenditure programs

43%

M&A

43%
2014
Australia comparison

Shareholder return, increase
dividend, share buy backs

No
33%

Yes,
planned
changes
67%

Pay down debt

Increased capital
expenditure programs

M&A

16%

27%

28%

39%

2014 CFO Survey
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Which three statements below best summarise your attitude towards M&A
46%
45%

Our gearing is under control and we have access to further funding sources
There are other more pressing priorities within my organisation

30%

We will not actively seek but are open to explore opportunities to buy or sell

34%

Vendor expectations remain too high purchaser expectations are too low

24%
19%

There are some good smaller bolt on acquisition opportunities in the market

24%

42%
40%

41%

23%
28%

Global markets have stabilised and are showing signs of renewed buoyancy

2014

We are at or near the trough of the cycle and the domestic outlook is positive

23%

Australia comparison

13%

Global markets have stabilised and are showing signs of
renewed buoyancy

32%

28%

We do not have approvals and/or interest at this point in
time

13%

15%

Current market dynamics and financial results are
difficult to assess

5%
Risk averse
Risk taker

We do not have access to further capital – our gearing is
currently too high

13%
3%

0%

Statements that best summarise CFOs attitudes
to M&A’s in the next twelve months
Nearly half of respondents feel their gearing is
under control and they have access to further
funding (46%). 42% of NZ CFOs feel there are
priorities more pressing than M&A, while only
30% of Australian CFOs chose this statement.
Australian CFOs were more interested in good
smaller bolt-on acquisition opportunities
than their NZ peers (41% vs 24%).
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20%

40%

60%

Many are taking a more cautious approach, with
40% not actively seeking to acquire but open to
exploring new buy or sell opportunities. Again, this
shows a more passive approach in New Zealand.
When it comes to examining this question for risktakers vs the risk-averse, there are some significant
differences. Risk-takers are much more likely to believe
that global markets have stabilised and are showing
signs of renewed buoyancy. The risk-averse are more
likely to say they don’t have interest / approval, that
current market dynamics are difficult to assess or
that they don’t have access to further capital.

80%

100%

Appendix

A note on methodology
Many of the charts in the Deloitte CFO Survey show the results in the form of a net balance. For example, this net balance
could represent the percentage of respondents reporting that bank credit is attractive, less the percentage saying bank
credit is unattractive. This is a standard way of presenting survey data. To aid interpretation of the results, this table
contains a full breakdown of responses to some of the questions covered in this report which have historical significance.
Due to rounding, responses to the questions covered in this report may not sum to 100.

2013

2014

Significantly more optimistic

4%

10%

Somewhat more optimistic

33%

48%

Broadly unchanged

50%

33%

Somewhat less optimistic

13%

9%

Significantly less optimistic

0%

0%

European debt issues

-35%

-23%

Chinese economic conditions

-31%

-16%

U.S. economic uncertainty

-7%

-22%

Interest rates

30%

-24%

Value of the New Zealand dollar

-17%

-32%

Local share market buoyancy

22%

3%

Commodity prices

-5%

-3%

New Zealand economy

-32%

14%

Very high level of uncertainty

2%

2%

High level of uncertainty

19%

7%

Above normal level of uncertainty

44%

32%

Normal level of uncertainty

34%

55%

Below normal level of uncertainty

1%

5%

Yes

33%

51%

No

67%

49%

US $0.90 - $0.95

3%

7%

US $0.90 - $0.85

8%

29%

US $0.85 - $0.80

75%

57%

US < $0.80

14%

7%

Q1. Compared to three months ago how do you feel about the financial
prospects for your company?

Q2. How has your level of optimism been impacted by the following factors (
Net positive-negative impact)

Q3. How would you rate the general level of external financial and economic
uncertainty facing your company?

Q4. Is this a good time to be taking greater risk onto your balance sheet?

Q7. Where do you see the value of the New Zealand dollar in 12 months’ time?

2014 CFO Survey
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2013

2014

> 3.5%

0%

14%

3.50%

0%

22%

3.25%

1%

25%

3.00%

27%

29%

2.75%

27%

8%

2.50%

38%

2%

2.25%

7%

0%

Bond issuance

2%

5%

Equity issuance

7%

10%

Inventory levels

-6%

-4%

Discretionary spending

-23%

3%

Levels of cash holdings

5%

1%

Bank borrowing

8%

19%

Financing costs

4%

29%

Headcount

8%

26%

Operating margins

6%

27%

Capital expenditure

32%

43%

Operating costs

28%

40%

Operating cash flow

30%

46%

Revenues

63%

76%

Asset disposal

16%

13%

New capital raising

8%

13%

Increasing leverage

17%

21%

M&A

31%

30%

Renegotiating financing facilities

26%

36%

Introducing new products/services or expanding into new markets

68%

67%

Organic expansion

73%

68%

Corporate debt

28%

27%

Equity issuance

15%

20%

Bank Borrowing

71%

62%

Internal funding (from profits)

57%

64%

Q8. Where do you see the Reserve Bank of New Zealand official cash
interest rate in 12 months time?

Q5. How are the following key metrics likely to change for your company over
the next 12 months? (Net increase - decrease)

Q6. Which of the following business strategies is your company likely to pursue over the
next 12 months? (Net increase-decrease)

Q9. How do you currently rate the following sources of funding for New Zealand corporates?
(Net very high+high+above normal - below normal)
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2013

2014

Very costly

2%

3%

Somewhat costly

18%

29%

Neutral

43%

39%

Somewhat cheap

33%

27%

Very cheap

4%

2%

Very available

17%

30%

Somewhat available

58%

51%

Neutral

21%

11%

Somewhat hard to get

4%

6%

Very hard to get

0%

2%

Overgeared

30%

24%

Optimally geared

43%

44%

Undergeared

27%

32%

Raise significantly

5%

6%

Raise somewhat

24%

27%

No change

42%

41%

Reduce somewhat

19%

16%

Reduce significantly

4%

4%

Not Applicable

6%

7%

Q10. How would you rate the overall cost of new credit for New Zealand corporates?

Q11. How would you rate the overall availability of new credit for New Zealand corporates?

Q12. What do you think of the level of gearing on New Zealand corporate balance sheets?

Q13. What is the aim for your company’s level of gearing over the next 12 months?

Q14. Are you seeing pressure from institutions, the media and analysts to either optimise
capital through growth initiatives including M&A or return free cash to shareholders?
Considerable pressure

2%

Some pressure

37%

No pressure

61%

Q15. To what extent has the level of pressure from institutions, the media and analysts to either
optimise capital through growth initiatives including M&A or return free cash to shareholders changed in the last 12 months?
Increased considerably

2%

Increased somewhat

32%

No change

65%

Decreased somewhat

1%

Decreased considerably

0%

Q16. Are you planning capital structure changes in the next twelve months in the following areas?
No planned changes to capital structure

62%

Changes to equity structure

9%

Changes to debt structure

23%

Noncore asset divestments

10%
2014 CFO Survey
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2013

2014

Q17. Are you to change the way in which you deploy capital in the next twelve months?
Yes

19%

No

81%

Q17a. If so, in what ways?
M&A

43%

Increased capital expenditure programs

43%

Pay down debt

26%

Shareholder returns increase dividends share buy backs

26%

Q18. Which three statements below best summarise your attitude towards M&A in the next 12 months?
Our gearing is under control and we have access to further funding sources

46%

There are other more pressing priorities within my organisation

42%

We will not actively seek but are open to explore opportunities to buy or sell

40%

There are some good smaller bolt on acquisition opportunities in the market

24%

Vendor expectations remain too high purchaser expectations are too low

24%

We are at or near the trough of the cycle and the domestic outlook is positive

23%

Global markets have stabilised and are showing signs of renewed buoyancy

23%

We do not have approvals andor interest at this point in time

20%

There are some undervalued assets that provide opportunity

20%

Current market dynamics and financial results are difficult to assess

10%

We do not have access to further capital our gearing is currently too high

8%

Prevailing regulations and tax arrangements provide a disincentive

6%

The valuation divide between buyers and sellers has sufficiently narrowed

5%

The volatile economic conditions locally and globally have created too much uncertainty

4%

We have access to capital but it is too expensive to be viable

2%

Q19. Do you think New Zealand (Business and Government) currently has a clear growth strategy?
Yes

42%

No

29%

Unsure

30%
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2013

2014

Q20. Which sectors/themes will be the major drivers of economic growth for New Zealand in the next two decades?
Agribusiness

90%

Christchurch rebuild

76%

Tourism

63%

Construction

50%

Information Technology

42%

Energy and resources

23%

Higher Education

21%

Food security

20%

Health

17%

Water and waste

15%

Manufacturing

9%

Telecommunication

7%

Transport and Logistics

7%

Other education and training

5%

Banking

4%

Wealth

3%

Business and property services

3%

Other

2%

Retail and Wholesale

2%

Public administration

2%

Media

0%

Q21. What are your top three concerns or key risks for your business in 2014?
Competition

39%

Cost management

34%

Government policy and election outcome

34%

Regulatory issues

30%

Talent management

26%

Cash flow

24%

Strength of New Zealand dollar

23%

Global economic uncertainty

20%

Labour availability

16%

Labour costs

14%

Capital management

13%

Funding availability

12%

Infrastructure constraints

6%

Other

5%

Funding costs

5%
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